Task 1: English

Watch the followingBTN Clip about Super Storms.

http://www.abc.net.au/btn/story/s4336216.htm (The video is on Ms Ward’s blog)

Answer the following questions in full sentences in your book:

1. Name the Typhoon that most recently ripped through the Philippines.
2. Name the Hurricane that battered Mexico recently.
3. What category was the Mexican Hurricane?
4. How many people had to evacuate because of the Philippines Typhoon?
5. Were people killed in Hurricane Patricia?
6. What cause the clouds to spin around really fast in a Typhoon?
7. Typhoons have to form over the water near the?
8. What do we call these super storms here in Australia?
9. The word Cyclone is believed to have been derived from the Greek word juracàn? True or False?
10. Which organisation is asking for help for the victims of the Typhoon?

Task 2: Maths – Cartesian Plane

Complete the 2 Cartesian Plane worksheets. (This is on Ms. Ward’s blog)

Task 3: Maths – Money and Financial

Congratulations! You have just won $20,000 to spend on your dream holiday to anywhere in the world!!!!

Your task is to create a simple budget using $20,000 to plan the holiday of your dreams! You must research prices on the internet and reference your resources. You can use your iPad to present this budget.

Things you must include:
- Return flights
- Accommodation
- 2 Tourist activities
- Food
- Spending Money